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Your reputation is safe with ours

LANGLEY

Introduction

CASE STUDY
GIRDLESTONE HOUSING ESTATE
Despite considerable effort by the client to protect their
residents on the Girdlestone Housing Estate, the roofs
suffered continual water ingress and after surveys from
various parties and a full refurbishment was agreed the
best way forward to resolve the issues.
Langley took a pro-active approach to
the design of the roof system, drawing
upon intimate knowledge of the type of
construction within the Borough and our
own data of the roof from a previous
survey decades before.
Tapered insulation, rooflights, outlets and
drainage could all be manufactured based
on data and information we held, enabling
delivery of all products to be on a just in
time basis to suit a rolling programme..

ABOUT US
Langley can assist with determining
the condition of you roof, a hidden out
of sight asset. We can help design
and support the project
from the initial planning stage
through to installation, including onsite project monitoring and reporting
throughout.

In 1972 Langley introduced the first SBS
modified bituminous membrane system
to the UK market. With a proud history
of providing strong, technically-sound
solutions backed by technical expertise,
roofing systems are at the core of what
we do. Over the past five decades we
have become a trusted and reliable
roofing systems supplier and roof asset
management partner.
We provide specifiers, contractors and
building owners with complete assurance
throughout the process of any project
through our comprehensive design service.
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All our roof waterproofing products are
manufactured to the highest standards,
to suit any criteria whilst ensuring full
compliance with current regulations.
Langley is committed to embracing and
developing new technologies that bring the
next generation of roofing solutions to the
market. We make sure we provide you with
the right roofing system for any roof.
Our own staff comprising Regional
Managers, Area Managers, Technical
Managers backed by Head Office support
staff are on hand to answer any queries
you may have and offer guidance.

The award winning project was
expertly installed by one of a network of
Langley’s Approved Contractors. The
client and its residents benefit from
the peace of mind that their roof is
guaranteed with comprehensive cover
for design, materials and workmanship
for 20 years.
(Front cover and image below:
Girdlestone Housing Estate NFRC
Roofing Award winning project)

We understand that every
project is unique and we ensure
that we are on-hand throughout.
For either new-build or refurbishment
projects, Langley has a roofing system
solution for every application.
We offer an extensive portfolio of
flat roofing systems and accessories,
with sustainable solutions too which
include blue and green roofs and solar
photovoltaic options.
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Langley Roofing

LANGLEY

YOUR REPUTATION
IS SAFE WITH OURS
We have gained an excellent reputation as a collaborative
and considerate roofing specialist on which architects,
consultants, building owners and contractors rely.

Langley do more than just specify new
options for leaking roofs. Our service
extends to comprehensive Asset
Management. Inspecting roofs for our
clients, we often recommend that no work
is required for a project, assisting them
in shaping their external refurbishment
programme and engendering the
trust that we have worked to build
over the past.
We undertake an end-to-end approach
to every project. Langley offers a single
source liability for every aspect of your
roof project from initial consultation
through to design, final installation, after
care sales and maintenance.
We work in true partnership with our
clients to ensure the reliable delivery of
quality product, design and workmanship.

Langley understands the demands to
deliver value for money and is committed
to the provision of whole life costs. We
can even provide life-cycle costing for the
various systems we offer to demonstrate
why a certain product or system has been
chosen to offer best value.
Cost certainty is an important element
when scoping and specifying any
construction project. As your chosen
roofing partner our extensive knowledge
and expertise ensures that you can
trust us to design, supply and support a
solution that will deliver excellent long
term value.

Proven Quality,
Guaranteed
Langley is proud to work with an
extensive range of clients within
both the public and private sectors
designing and installing innovative, long
lasting roofing solutions with their needs
in mind. Be it converting a roof into a
football pitch for a school, to assisting a
commercial property in complying with
Building Regulations
for a fire exit across a roof.
Langley confidently offers peace of mind with
the provision of single point insurance backed
guarantees of up to 30 years. This covers all of
the components of the roofing system, as well
as design and materials. Workmanship also
is covered through our guarantees as all
installations are through one of our network
of Approved Contractors.
In addition, our guarantees can offer protection
for consequential damage to the property due to
defects in our system. Unlike our competitors all
of the above is protected by a unique guarantee,
each insured on a project by project basis and
paid for by a single premium payment included
in the price of our materials.
As our insurance is single premium, our clients
can be sure that even if we, or our contractor
cease to trade, they will still have the benefit
of long lasting protection. A roof guaranteed
by Langley even remains under warranty if the
ownership of the building in question changes.
We can provide Professional Indemnity insurance
on our roofing designs for up to £10 million in
the event of a claim. Clients can rest assured
that their roof system is covered from the
moment it is installed.
Langley also manages it’s customer care in
house meaning that rather than our clients
mediating between contractors and suppliers
or manufacturers, our team manage the entire
process. One call to our Customer Care Team
and the process will be taken care of.
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Independent Industry
Certification

Langley is unrivalled in our accreditation. All Langley systems
are independently tested and BBA certified with proven
lifespan of up to 40 years.
Langley provides superior manufactured materials that
meet recognised industry standards including British
Board of Agrément (BBA) certification. These independent
assurances further demonstrate that the systems we
offer and their installation undertaken by Langley
Approved Contractors is of the highest standard.

FIRE TESTING
Current regulations only stipulate that roof
coverings should be tested, however Langley
took the view that in order to give complete
assurance to our clients for all our systems
we should go further.
All Langley systems are tested and approved
to meet Broof(t4) – the highest possible fire
testing standard under the European
Harmonised Standards*. We have invested
in the testing of our systems across a
range of different increments of
insulation, going further than any
manufacturer in the UK to provide piece
of mind to our clients that their roof
has been robustly tested across a
range of set ups and not just one.
*DD ENV 1187: 2002, ‘Test methods for external
fire exposure to roofs’

All Langley flat roofing systems
are independently certified
by the British Board of Agrément
(BBA) and fully Broof(t4)
compliant and classified as
‘unrestricted’ and suitable for
use on any part of a roof.
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Reinforced Bitumen Membranes

LANGLEY

MITIGATING RISK
THROUGH FIRE
ASSESSMENT

ROOFING SYSTEMS

LANGLEY REINFORCED BITUMEN
MEMBRANES (RBM)
Here at Langley we understand that the demands on a
roofing system over its lifespan extend to more than just
simply keeping out the elements.

Overview
Your roof must be capable of withstanding
huge variations in temperature taking in to
consideration climatic extremes, structural
movement and also environmental issues.
Langley has extensive experience over
several decades to ensure the risk-free
installation of a suitable system to avoid
potential problems.
At the heart of these systems is SBS
(Styrene Butadiene Styrene) which is the
Langley chosen elastomer to minimise

rigidity and mobility of the membrane.
It also offers unsurpassed tolerance to
vast temperature extremes encountered
at roof level, especially where the use of
insulation prevents heat transfer into the
building, meaning the waterproofing can
have variations as much as 80 degrees C.
Langley’s premium quality range of high
performance, SBS modified elastomeric
bituminous systems is ideal for both new
build and refurbishment projects.

TOTAL ASSURANCE
Langley provide all components within
its flat roofing systems including primers,
adhesives, mastics, trims, outlets and
accessories. We offer a single source
for our system products and offer total
peace of mind, all backed by our single
point of guarantee.

NFRC SAFE2TORCH
Any construction project can create
risk and here at Langley we offer a
professional and responsible end-to-end
approach to manage potential risks on
every roof project we undertake.
It is essential that any fire risks are
identified at the survey stage and
factored in to the specification. In
instances where any fire risk is identified,
or where it cannot be ruled out, then
the relevant parts of that specification
are required to default to torch-free
solutions and associated support such
as mechanical fixing.
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The NFRC (National Federation of Roofing
Contractors) Safe2Torch Guidelines
are designed to support and provide
compliance with the Construction Design
and Management regulations 2015 and
aligns with the HSE ‘Helping Great Britain
Work Well’ strategy which promotes a
safer and healthier working environment.
As a registered NFRC Safe2Torch member,
Langley offers assurance that proposed
roof works will have been planned and
installed in accordance with industry
NFRC Safe2Torch guidance – every time.
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LANGLEY RBM
SYSTEM RANGE
Langley offers a superior range of roofing systems all supported by
comprehensive independently backed insurance guarantees as standard.
The range consists of three quality high performance, SBS elastomeric
membrane warm roof systems for flat or sloping roofs.

TA-30 FLAT ROOFING SYSTEM

OUR BEST VALUE SYSTEM
BASED ON LIFE CYCLE COSTS
We developed this system to offer
unrivalled assurance. This premium
system carries a 30 year independent
insurance backed guarantee for
design, materials workmanship and
consequential loss. Client feedback
we sought advised that the onerous
maintenance plans sometimes offered
meant that there were too many
loop holes for it not to sometimes be
honoured. Therefore, our TA-30 System
has the benefit of the inclusion of an
Annual Asset Management assessment
report package:
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• For the first 5 years, a one year
annual site inspection which will
be fully documented inclusive of a
photographic report and available
to the client.
• Minor repair issues will be resolved
free of charge by Langley whilst
on site.
• Larger repairs, with defects due to
workmanship, materials or design
will be resolved free of charge by
Langley/nominated contractor on a
return visit.
• Identification of any defects caused
by any third party (in line with
guarantee terms and conditions),
for example, installation of plant or
equipment on the roof will be outlined
with an action plan as to how the roof
can be satisfactorily rectified to a
guaranteed state.

• L
 arger maintenance issues will
be reported to the client, with a
recommendation that the client
implements specific ongoing
maintenance in accordance with
our maintenance schedule. Suitable
contractors will be provided upon
request to carry out the works.
• W
 here possible maintenance and
repairs, as outlined above, will be
carried out by Langley and not the
installing contractor. Where defects
are due to material, labour or design
defects, Langley will contact the
installing contractor to arrange.
With the TA-30 System our clients can
be assured that once they have paid for
their roof there is complete assurance
that they will be covered for the term
and beyond.

TA-25 FLAT ROOFING SYSTEM

TA-20 FLAT ROOFING SYSTEM

Part of the Langley Elastoflex range, this quality
torch applied high performance SBS system
carries a 25 year independent insurance backed
guarantee for design, materials workmanship
and consequential loss. Our aim when creating
was to ensure our ‘mid-range’ system offered
enhanced offering to our competitors best. With
40 year System BBAs, single premium insurance
backing covering all components installed, we
have pushed the market offering.

Our most economic system which still offers
unrivalled value to the industry. Part of the
Langley Parafor range, this quality system
carries a 20 year independent insurance backed
guarantee for design, materials workmanship
and consequential loss.

RBM AT A GLANCE
• E
 very Langley system carries an
independently backed insurance
guarantee for design, materials,
workmanship and consequential damage.
• P
 rovides a long term solution with life
expectancy in excess of 40 years.
• P
 roven technology supported by a full
range of accessories all covered under
a single guarantee.
• A
 ll Langley systems achieve Broof(t4)
fire rating and are fully compliant
using a range of real world insulation
thicknesses. Broof(t4) classification is
unrestricted and can be used anywhere
on the roof.
• D
 urability of up to 40 years.

MITIGATING RISK OF FIRE DURING
INSTALLATION BY AVOIDING
FLAME AND HEAT
As a key part of the design team Langley
takes its obligations seriously. Our
designers work tirelessly to identify risks
on site and specify one of our many
options to mitigate the risk when installing
a new roof. Separate risk assessments for
fire is taken and any high risk areas will be
identified with photographs and included
in our specification, with bespoke drawings
where required to give best practice.
• W
 e fully support the NFRC
directive in mitigating risk of fire
on all roof applications.
• L
 angley Supracoat liquid is specifically
designed to be used in conjunction with
our RBM systems for areas at risk of fire.
• In addition, Langley has 6 different
self adhesive and hot-air activated
membranes, designed to mitigate risk.
• R
 isk reduction starts at design and
Langley is at the forefront of these
directives and technologies.
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TA-30 Flat Roofing System

TA-25 Flat Roofing System
PARAFOR SOLO GS CAP SHEET

1

ELASTOFLEX GS CAP SHEET

1

ADEPAR JS UNDERLAY

2

ADEPAR JS VV UNDERLAY

2

PARAFOAM ULTRA PIR INSULATION*

3

PARAFOAM ULTRA PIR INSULATION*

3

PAREVAPO SBS METAL LINED VAPOUR BARRIER

4

PAREVAPO SBS METAL LINED VAPOUR BARRIER

4

LANGLEY PRIMER

5

LANGLEY PRIMER

5

EXISTING BUILD-UP OR GENERIC DECK

6

EXISTING BUILD UP OR GENERIC DECK

6

Example installation depth shown above is typical.

Example installation depth shown above is typical.

TA-25 System

TA-30 System
Layer

Thickness

Weight

1

Elastoflex GS

5mm (4mm at selvedge)

5.92kg/m2

3.6kg/m2

2

Adepar JS VV

2.2mm

2.7kg/m2

30 – 250mm (10mm increments)

3.84kg/m2 (120mm)

3

Parafoam Ultra

30 – 250mm (10mm increments)

3.84kg/m2 (120mm)

Parevapo SBS

3mm

3.8kg/m2

4

Parevapo SBS

3mm

3.8kg/m2

Total System Weight

(based on 120mm insulation thickness)

16.95kg/m2

Total System Weight

(based on 120mm insulation thickness)

16.26kg/m2

Layer

Thickness

Weight

1

Parafor Solo GS

5mm (4mm at selvedge)

5.71g/m2

2

Adepar JS

3mm

3

Parafoam Ultra

4

TA-30
The TA-30 system, part of the Langley Parafor range, is a premium quality, torch
applied, high performance SBS elastomeric membrane warm roof system for flat or
sloping roofs which carries a 30 year independently insured guarantee covering design,
materials, workmanship and consequential loss. The cap sheet is available in several
colours for architectural purposes and delineating walkways etc.

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This system is for new build or refurbishment projects (where conditions allow, existing
systems can be overlaid, avoiding costly strip-ups). Suitable for all roof decks (timber
boarding requires a nailed attachment layer in accordance with BS 8747:2007).

* Additional insulation thicknesses are available or as a tapered (cut to falls) option.
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SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

ACCREDITATIONS

TA-25
The TA-25 system, part of the Langley Elastoflex range, is a premium quality, torch
applied, high performance SBS elastomeric membrane warm roof system for flat or
sloping roofs which carries a 25 year independently insured guarantee for materials,
design, workmanship and consequential loss. The cap sheet is available in several
colours for architectural purposes and delineating walkways etc.

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This system is for new build or refurbishment projects (where conditions allow, existing
systems can be overlaid, avoiding costly strip-ups). Suitable for all roof decks (timber
boarding requires a nailed attachment layer in accordance with BS 8747:2007).

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

ACCREDITATIONS

* Additional insulation thicknesses are available or as a tapered (cut to falls) option.
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TA-20 Flat Roofing System

SA-20 Flame Free Detailing System
PARAFOR 30 GS CAP SHEET

1

PARAFOR SOLO SA CAP SHEET

1

ADEPAR JS VV UNDERLAY

2

PARADIENE SA UNDERLAY

2

PARAFOAM ULTRA PIR INSULATION*

3

LANGLEY SPRAY-ON PRIMER

3

4

4

PARAFOAM ULTRA PIR INSULATION*

PAREVAPO S VV VAPOUR CHECK

PAREVAPO SA METAL LINED VAPOUR BARRIER

5

LANGLEY SPRAY-ON PRIMER

6

EXISTING BUILD UP OR GENERIC DECK

7

LANGLEY PRIMER

EXISTING BUILD-UP OR GENERIC DECK

5

6

Example installation depth shown above is typical.

Example installation depth shown above is typical.

TA-20 System

SA-20 System

Layer

Thickness

Weight

Layer

Thickness

Weight

1

Parafor 30 GS

1

Parafor Solo SA

4.2mm (3.2mm at selvedge)

5kg/m2

2

2.7kg/m2

2

Paradiene SA

2.4mm

3kg/m2

30 – 250mm (10mm increments)

3.84kg/m2 (120mm)

3

Parafoam Ultra

30 – 250mm (10mm increments)

3.84kg/m2 (120mm)

Parevapo S VV

2.9mm

3.77kg/m2

4

Parevapo SA

1.5mm

1.6kg/m2

Total System Weight

(based on 120mm insulation thickness)

14.91kg/m2

Total System Weight

(based on 120mm insulation thickness)

13.44kg/m2

4mm (3mm at selvedge)

4.6kg/m

2

Adepar JS VV

2.2mm

3

Parafoam Ultra

4

TA-20
The TA-20 system, part of the Langley Parafor range, is a premium quality, torch
applied, high performance SBS elastomeric membrane warm roof system for flat or
sloping roofs which carries a 20 year independently insured guarantee for materials,
design, workmanship and consequential loss. The cap sheet is available in several
colours for architectural purposes and delineating walkways etc.

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This system is for new build or refurbishment projects (where conditions allow, existing
systems can be overlaid, avoiding costly strip-ups). Suitable for all roof decks (timber
boarding requires a nailed attachment layer in accordance with BS 8747:2007).

* Additional insulation thicknesses are available or as a tapered (cut to falls) option.
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SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

SA-20
A traditional material with a revolutionary method of installation. The SA-20 Flame Free
System, part of the Langley Safe2Torch commitment, is a premium quality, heat activated
self-adhesive high performance SBS elastomeric membrane for flat or sloping roofs which
carries a 20 year independently insured guarantee covering design, materials, workmanship
and consequential loss. No gas torches are required for any of the component layers which
are installed entirely with self-adhesive technology or heat activated with a flameless
heat gun.

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

WHEN TO SPECIFY
ACCREDITATIONS

Ideal for projects where a flame free application is required due to either site restrictions or
combustible materials, all products in the SA-20 system are self-adhesive/hot air welded to mitigate
fire risk during installation. All products seamlessly integrate with all of our torch applied systems
outlined above and can be used on refurbishment or new-build applications across every deck type.

ACCREDITATIONS

* Additional insulation thicknesses are available or as a tapered (cut to falls) option.
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TS-15 Flat Roofing System

FM-20 Flat Roofing System

THERMOSOLO GS CAP SHEET

1

PARAFOAM ULTRA PIR INSULATION**

2

PAREVAPO SBS METAL LINED VAPOUR BARRIER

3

LANGLEY PRIMER

4

EXISTING BUILD UP OR GENERIC DECK

PARAFOR SOLO GFM CAP SHEET

1

PARAFOAM ULTRA PIR INSULATION*

2

VISQUEEN VAPOUR CHECK**

3

METAL DECK

4

5

Example installation depth shown above is typical.

Example installation depth shown above is typical.

TS-15 System

FM-20 System

Layer

Thickness

Weight

Layer

Thickness

Weight

1

Thermosolo GS

5mm (4mm at selvedge)

6.46kg/m

1

Parafor Solo GFM

5mm (4mm at selvedge)

6.03kg/m2

2

Parafoam Ultra

30 – 250mm (10mm increments)

3.84kg/m2 (120mm)

2

Parafoam Ultra

50 – 130mm (10mm increments)

4.16kg/m2 (130mm)

3

Parevapo SBS

3mm

3.8kg/m2

3

Visqueen Vapour check

250μm thick

0.23kg/m²

Total System Weight

(based on 120mm insulation thickness)

14.10kg/m

Total System weight:

(based on 130mm insulation thickness)

10.42kg/m2

2

2

FM-20
TS-15
The TS-15 system, part of the Langley Parafor range, is a quality, torch applied, high
performance SBS elastomeric membrane warm roof system for flat or sloping roofs
which carries a 15 year independently insured guarantee covering design, materials,
workmanship and consequential loss. The cap sheet is available in several colours for
architectural purposes and delineating walkways etc.

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This system is for new build or refurbishment projects (where conditions allow, existing
systems can be overlaid, avoiding costly strip-ups). Suitable for all roof decks (timber
boarding requires a nailed attachment layer in accordance with BS 8747:2007).

** Additional insulation thickness is available or as a tapered (cut to falls) option.
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SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

ACCREDITATIONS

Who says single layer systems have to be synthetic? In recent years many clients have shied
away from single layer systems due to their vulnerability of puncture from foot traffic. We
have solved this problem with the introduction of our mechanically fixed RBM single layer
system. At 4mm thick and with polyester reinforcement it provides a vast improvement
on the durability of synthetic systems. Parafor Solo GFM cap sheet has a dark grey granule
surface and carries an independently insured guarantee for 20 years covering design,
materials, workmanship and consequential loss. Note: Paradiene FM underlay is required at
perimeters and openings.

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This system is ideally suited to areas where light foot traffic is required, this system
provides a more durable finish to other single layer systems available on the market,
giving the benefits of fast installation, lower loads and economy without the drawbacks
of puncture from foot traffic.

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

ACCREDITATIONS

* Additional insulation thicknesses are available or as a tapered (cut to falls) option
**Suitable for low humidity levels only e.g. warehouses, industrial units and storage areas.
For other applications contact Langley Technical Department
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CASE STUDY
Langley is an award winning UK leader in high quality,
long lasting roofing and waterproofing systems supported
by a national network of Langley Approved Contractors to
ensure and uphold exemplary and consistent quality
of workmanship.

ALEC HUNTER ACADEMY
Langley worked on this planned asset
management roof refurbishment project,
carried out in three phases, to update
and give this Academy a new lease of
life. A comprehensive roof condition
survey identified that some roofs could be
overlaid, while others had some structural
issues, including two decaying Trofdeck
roofs. This type of deck is seldom seen,
having only been used for a limited
number of years in the 50’s up to the 70’s.
Our vast knowledge of systems correctly
identified the issues surrounding the deck

which required completely stripping back
and rebuilding from joists up due to its
lack of structural rigidity.
Refurbishment work was carried out
in phases as part of a five year Asset
Management plan for the Academy,
keeping disruption to a minimum and
spreading the cost. The project comprised
eight roofs, including installation of new
rooflights with complex detailing which
are all covered by a 25 year independent
insurance backed guarantee for complete
peace of mind.

LACY HOUSE
Previous remedial works to this housing
block had proved ineffective and rainwater
was penetrating in to the flats below.
Langley’s detailed condition report
identified that it was necessary to strip all
roofs back to the vapour barrier, in order
to implement a complete and technically
challenging solution.
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NFRC Safe2Torch guidelines were
observed at all relevant locations,
and the client was extremely pleased
with the management of the project,
particularly as the building was
occupied throughout the project by its
community of elderly residents.
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ROOFING SYSTEMS

VERAL AND METAL
FACED MEMBRANES
The Langley range of Veral and Copper Faced Membranes offers our clients
an aesthetically pleasing finish, predominantly used for the waterproofing
of sloping roofs where they create a visual impact. Suitable for all roof
decks and almost any application, they offer long product life, high
resistance to cracking, thermal shock resistance
and a stunning range of colours.

Overview
Introduced in the 1960’s Veral was the
world’s first truly high performance
bituminous membrane. To this day it
remains popular and is available in a
range of colours for different aesthetic
appearances including white, dark grey,
dark green, and dark red. The product was
used extensively from the 1960’s and we
are often specifying new Veral roofs on

APPLICATION
projects we installed decades before.
Many of these are now listed buildings,
with the roof finish often playing a key
part in their rarity.
A copper faced metal membrane is
also available as shown in the image
shown opposite.

Cap Sheet for the waterproofing of
sloping roofs on all decks in warm and
cold roof applications.

VERAL AND COPPER METAL
FACED MEMBRANE
• SBS modified elastomeric bitumen
•Embossed copper/coloured aluminium/
stainless steel foil facing
• Continuous fusible film to underside

COPPER VERAL

1

CASE STUDY
Sturton by Stow Primary School

ADEPAR JS

18

2

PARAFOAM ULTRA PIR INSULATION

3

PAREVAPO SBS METAL LINED VAPOUR BARRIER

4

LANGLEY PRIMER

5

CONCRETE DECK

6

Langley was selected to provide a cost
effective and thermally efficient alternative
roofing solution to this school’s expensive
copper sheeting which had reached the end
of its natural life. Langley were able to
specify an alternative high-performance
copper foil faced bituminous membrane.

system it would be of a similar
appearance to that which it replaced
and therefore was given the green light
by the Conservation Officer. Langley
provided detailed survey and condition
reports to assist in the specification of
an attractive roof waterproofing solution.

The building is situated in a conservation
area and the specified waterproofing
system was subject to several additional
approvals to ensure it was aesthetically
acceptable. After consultation it was agreed
that as the copper oxidised on the new

Sturton by Stow Primary School now
benefits from a waterproofing solution
with improved energy efficiency and
an independently insurance backed
20-year guarantee.
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ROOFING SYSTEMS

LIQUID ROOFING SYSTEMS
AT A GLANCE
•
•
•
•
•

Cold applied system eliminates fire risk
Can be laid over almost any material with the correct primer
Less compatibility issues compared to traditional systems
A monolithic system for a seamless finish with no joints as weak points
Exceptionally effective at detailing difficult or awkward roof features such
as penetrations or situations where plant prevents easy access
• Various aesthetic finishes and colours available
• Flame free application

Overview
As well as being cold-applied, a liquid
coating offers a seamless roof finish.
It forms a permanently elastic, seamless
membrane and is ideal for long term
waterproofing of awkward roof details
such as pipe penetrations, upstands
and gutters. These characteristics also
make the system a perfect choice for the
long term protection of balconies, terraces
and patios.
Liquid Roofing Systems will bond to a great
many substrates, allowing its use in many
situations without having to remove and
dispose of the existing roof covering. This
saves time and avoids the cost of removal
and cost/environmental issues associated
with disposal.

Langley’s Paracoat Range is a
polyurethane-based, cold-applied system
consisting of a top coat and base coat
with embedded glass fibre reinforcement.
Used mainly as a coating system for the
refurbishment of existing waterproofing,
also available as a cold applied warm
roof system.
The Paraquartz range has the additional
benefits of a slip-inhibiting finish for
pedestrian areas, walkways and balconies.
The Langley Pararapide range is a PMMA
rapid curing and hard wearing liquid
system that is solvent free. It can be used
in any roof situation and ideally suited
to balconies and walkways due to its
extremely hard, but flexible finish.

COLD POLYUREA
Langley Paracoat CP is a revolutionary ‘wet
on wet’, moisture cured roofing system.
The ‘wet on wet’ application means the
second application of the waterproofing is
installed to the bonding coat and fibreglass
reinforcement whilst still wet, forming a
uniform and monolithic membrane, whilst
speeding up installation times.
The Cold Polyurea formulation is low
odour and very quick curing, allowing for
small areas to be completed in less than

20

a day. Perfect for small and large areas
alike, it comes with a range of finishes
to suit every application, all colour fast
and UV stable. Finishes are available in a
range of RAL colours and there is also a
slip inhibiting finish available for trafficked
areas. Complete with BBA certification of
25 years it is one of the best performing
liquids available on the market today.

PC-20 C PARACOAT SYSTEM
Advanced, cold applied, two coat, liquid
waterproofing system, suitable for
overlaying existing waterproofing.

PC-20 W PARACOAT SYSTEM
Cold applied, liquid warm roof system with
insulation and embedment fleece, suitable
for overlaying existing waterproofing.

PQ-20 C PARAQUARTZ SYSTEM
Cold applied, liquid waterproofing system
with slip-inhibiting surface, suitable for
overlaying existing waterproofing.

BENEFITS OF LANGLEY PARACOAT SYSTEM
• F
 orms a waterproof,
seamless membrane
• S
 ingle component, cold
applied liquid
• T
 ough, long life membranes, glass
fibre reinforced
• 20 and 25 year system guarantees

• Considerably lighter weight to
many other liquids and traditional
RBM systems
• Excellent adhesion to most
roof substrates
• P
 rimers available for all substrates,
although often not required

• H
 igh performance thermal and UV
stable elastomeric polyurethane

PQ-20 W PARAQUARTZ SYSTEM
Cold applied, liquid warm roof system
with slip-inhibiting surface suitable for
new builds, refurbishments and existing
systems that are to be overlaid, suitable
for all roof decks.
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CP-20 C Paracoat Cold Polyurea Liquid Roofing System

CP-20 W Paracoat Cold Polyurea Liquid Roofing System

PARACOAT COLODUR SEALER COAT

11

PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA TOP COAT

22

PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA REINFORCEMENT FLEECE

33

PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA BASE COAT

44

PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA PRIMER*

55

EXISTING BUILD UP OR GENERIC DECK

11

PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA TOP COAT

12

PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA REINFORCEMENT FLEECE

13

PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA BASE COAT

14

PARATENE CARRIER MEMBRANE

15

LANGLEY SPRAY-ON PRIMER

16

PARAFOAM ULTRA INSULATION*

17

PARATENE VAPOUR BARRIER

18

LANGLEY SPRAY-ON PRIMER

19

EXISTING BUILD UP OR GENERIC DECK

1
10

66

*Primer subject to existing build up or deck type.

Example installation depth shown above is typical.

CP-20 C System
Layer

PARACOAT COLODUR SEALER COAT

Thickness**

CP-20 W System
Weight**

Layer
1

Paracoat Colodur Sealer Coat (Dark Grey)

2

Paracoat Cold Polyurea Top Coat (Light Grey)

Thickness**

Weight**
0.250 kg/m²

1

Paracoat Colodur Sealer Coat (Dark Grey)

0.250 kg/m²

2

Paracoat Cold Polyurea Top Coat (Light Grey)

1 kg/m²

3

Paracoat Cold Polyurea Reinforcement Fleece

0.150 kg/m²

4

Paracoat Cold Polyurea Base Coat (Light Grey)

5

1 kg/m²

Paratene

0.6mm

0.60 kg/m²

7

Parafoam Ultra

30 – 250mm (10mm incremental)

3.84 kg/m² (120mm)

8

Paratene

0.6mm

0.60 kg/m²

Total System Weight:

(based on 120mm insulation thickness)

7.44 kg/m²

3

Paracoat Cold Polyurea Reinforcement Fleece

4

Paracoat Cold Polyurea Base Coat (Light Grey)

Overall thickness of coating
2250 microns

Total System Weight:

CP-20 C
The CP-20 C (cold roof) system is part of the Langley Paracoat range of cold applied
liquid waterproofing systems. Paracoat Cold Polyurea is an advanced, two component,
high performance, fast curing, wet on wet, two coat cold polyurea waterproofing system
for flat or sloping roofs that carries a 20 year independently insured guarantee covering
design, materials, workmanship and consequential loss.

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This reinforced system is suitable for application to most common deck types and
waterproofing when used as an overlay to an existing system. It can also be used to give
a long lasting and watertight finish to failing profiled metal roofs.

** Liquid coating product measurements are nominal.
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2.4 kg/m²

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

ACCREDITATIONS

1 kg/m²

Overall thickness of
coating 2250 microns

0.150 kg/m²
1 kg/m²

CP-20 W
The CP-20 W (warm roof) system is part of the Langley Paracoat range of cold applied
liquid waterproofing systems. Paracoat Cold Polyurea is an advanced, two component, high
performance, fast curing, wet on wet, two coat cold polyurea waterproofing system for flat
or sloping roofs that carries a 20 year independently insured guarantee covering design,
materials, workmanship and consequential loss.

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This system is for new build or refurbishment projects (where conditions allow, existing
systems can be overlaid, avoiding costly strip-ups). Suitable for all roof decks (timber
board requires a nailed attachment layer in accordance with BS 8747:2007).

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

ACCREDITATIONS

* Additional insulation thicknesses are available or as a tapered (cut to falls) option.
** Liquid coating measurements are nominal.
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CPA-20 C Paracoat Cold Polyurea Liquid Balcony and Walkway System

PARACOAT FAST SF SLIP INHIBITING SEALER COAT

11

PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA TOP COAT

22

PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA REINFORCEMENT FLEECE

33

PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA BASE COAT

44

PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA PRIMER*

55

EXISTING BUILD UP OR GENERIC DECK

CPA-20 W Paracoat Cold Polyurea Liquid Balcony and Walkway System

12

PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA REINFORCEMENT FLEECE

13

PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA BASE COAT

14

PARATENE CARRIER MEMBRANE

15

LANGLEY SPRAY-ON PRIMER

16

PARAFOAM ULTRA INSULATION*

17

PARATENE VAPOUR BARRIER

18

LANGLEY SPRAY-ON PRIMER

19

EXISTING BUILD UP OR GENERIC DECK

1
10

Thickness**

CPA-20 W System
Weight**

1

Paracoat Fast SF Slip Inhibiting Sealer Coat
(Dark Grey)

2

Paracoat Cold Polyurea Top Coat
(Light Grey)

3

Paracoat Cold Polyurea Reinforcement Fleece

4

Paracoat Cold Polyurea Base Coat
(Light Grey)

1 kg/m²

Total System Weight:

2.4 kg/m²

0.250 kg/m²
Overall thickness of coating
2250 microns

CPA-20 C
The CPA-20 C (cold roof) system is part of the Langley Paracoat range of cold applied
liquid waterproofing systems. Paracoat Cold Polyurea is an advanced, two component,
high performance, fast curing, wet on wet, two coat cold polyurea waterproofing
system that includes a slip-inhibiting finish for flat roofs, walkways and balcony areas
that carries a 20 year independently insured guarantee covering design, materials,
workmanship and consequential loss.

1 kg/m²
0.150 kg/m²

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This system is for projects where a slip-inhibiting finish is required and existing systems
are to be overlaid (avoiding costly strip-ups). Suitable for application to most common
deck types and waterproofing, including bituminous felt, mastic asphalt and single ply.
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PARACOAT COLD POLYUREA TOP COAT

Example installation depth shown above is typical.

CPA-20 C System

** Liquid coating product measurements are nominal.

11

66

*Primer subject to existing build up or deck type.

Layer

PARACOAT FAST SF SLIP INHIBITING SEALER COAT

ACCREDITATIONS

Layer
1
2
3
4
5
7
8

Thickness**

Paracoat Fast SF Slip Inhibiting Sealer Coat
(Dark Grey)

Weight**
3.250 - 4.250 kg/m²

Overall thickness of
coating 2250 microns

Paracoat Cold Polyurea Top Coat (Light Grey)
Paracoat Cold Polyurea Reinforcement Fleece
Paracoat Cold Polyurea Base Coat (Light Grey)
Paratene
Parafoam Ultra
Paratene

0.6mm
30 – 250mm (10mm incremental)*
0.6mm

1 kg/m²
0.150 kg/m²
1 kg/m²
0.60 kg/m²
3.84 kg/m² (120mm)
0.60 kg/m²

Total System Weight:

(based on 120mm insulation thickness)

11.44 kg/m²

CPA-20 W
The CPA-20 W (warm roof) system is part of the Langley Paracoat range of cold applied
liquid waterproofing systems. Paracoat Cold Polyurea is an advanced, two component, high
performance, fast curing, wet on wet, two coat cold polyurea waterproofing system that
carries a 20 year independently insured guarantee covering design, materials, workmanship
and consequential loss.

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This system is for situations where a slip-inhibiting finish is required on new build
or refurbishment projects (where conditions allow, existing systems can be overlaid,
avoiding costly strip-ups). Suitable for all roof decks (timber board requires a nailed
attachment layer in accordance with BS 8747:2007).

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

ACCREDITATIONS

* Additional insulation thicknesses are available or as a tapered (cut to falls) option.
** Liquid coating measurements are nominal.
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PC-20 C Paracoat Liquid Roofing System

PC-20 W Paracoat Liquid Roofing System

PARACOAT TOP COAT

LANGLEY EMBEDMENT FLEECE

2

PARACOAT BASE COAT

3

*PARACOAT PRIMER

4

EXISTING BUILD UP OR GENERIC DECK

5

Paracoat Top Coat (Dark Grey)

2

Langley Embedment Fleece

3

Paracoat Base Coat (Red)

Thickness***
Overall thickness of coating
1500 microns

Total System Weight:

PC-20 C
The PC-20 C (cold roof) system is part of the Langley Paracoat range of cold applied
liquid waterproofing systems. Paracoat is an advanced, single pack, high performance,
moisture triggered polyurethane two coat waterproofing system for flat or sloping roofs
that carries a 20 year** independently insured guarantee covering design, materials,
workmanship and consequential loss.

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This reinforced system is suitable for application to all deck types and any
waterproofing when used as an overlay to an existing system. It can also be used
to give a long lasting and watertight finish to failing profiled metal roofs.

** 25 year guarantee available.
*** Liquid coating product measurements are nominal.
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LANGLEY EMBEDMENT FLEECE

2

PARACOAT BASE COAT

3

PARATENE

4

LANGLEY SPRAY-ON PRIMER

5

PARAFOAM ULTRA INSULATION**

6

PARATENE

7

LANGLEY SPRAY-ON PRIMER

8

EXISTING BUILD UP OR GENERIC DECK

9

Example installation depth shown above is typical.

PC-20 C System
1

1

1

*Primer subject to existing build up or deck type.

Layer

PARACOAT TOP COAT

PC-20 W System
Weight***

Layer

1.125 kg/m²

1

Paracoat Top Coat (Dark Grey)

0.225 kg/m²

2

Langley Embedment Fleece

1.5 kg/m²

3

Paracoat Base Coat (Red)

2.85 kg/m²

4
6
7

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

ACCREDITATIONS

Thickness***

Weight***
1.125 kg/m²

Overall thickness of coating
1500 microns

0.225 kg/m²

Paratene

0.6mm

0.60 kg/m²

Parafoam Ultra

30 – 250mm (10mm incremental)

3.84 kg/m² (120mm)

Paratene

0.6mm

0.60 kg/m²

Total System Weight:

(based on 120mm insulation thickness)

7.89 kg/m²

PC-20 W
The PC-20 W (warm roof) system is part of the Langley Paracoat range of cold
applied liquid waterproofing systems. Paracoat is an advanced, single pack, high
performance, moisture triggered polyurethane two coat waterproofing system for
flat or sloping roofs that carries a 20 year* independently insured guarantee covering
design, materials, workmanship and consequential loss.

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This system is for new build or refurbishment projects (where conditions allow, existing
systems can be overlaid, avoiding costly strip-ups). Suitable for all roof decks (timber
board requires a nailed attachment layer in accordance with BS 8747:2007).

1.5 kg/m²

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

ACCREDITATIONS

* 25 year guarantee available.
** Additional insulation thicknesses are available or as a tapered (cut to falls) option.
*** Liquid coating measurements are nominal.
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PQ-20 C Paraquartz Liquid Roofing System

PQ-20 W Paraquartz Liquid Roofing System

PARAQUARTZ GRANULES WITH CLEAR COAT SEALER

1

PARAQUARTZ TOP COAT

2

LANGLEY EMBEDMENT FLEECE

3

PARAQUARTZ BASE COAT

4

PARAQUARTZ PRIMER*

5

EXISTING BUILD UP OR GENERIC DECK

2

LANGLEY EMBEDMENT FLEECE

3

PARAQUARTZ BASE COAT

4

PARATENE

5

LANGLEY SPRAY-ON PRIMER

6

PARAFOAM ULTRA INSULATION***

7

PARATENE

8

LANGLEY SPRAY-ON PRIMER

9

EXISTING BUILD UP OR GENERIC DECK

10

PQ-20 W System

Thickness***

Paraquartz Clear

1000 microns

0.20 kg/m²

1b

Paraquartz Granules

0.7 to 1.2mm (sieve size)

3 - 4 kg/m²

2

Paraquartz Top Coat (Dark Grey)

3

Langley Embedment Fleece

4

Paraquartz Base Coat (Red)

Overall thickness of coating
1500 microns

Total System Weight:

PQ-20 C
The PQ-20 C (cold roof) system is part of the Langley Paracoat range of cold applied
liquid waterproofing systems. Paraquartz is an advanced, single pack, high performance,
moisture triggered polyurethane, quick curing, waterproofing system with slip-inhibiting
surface for flat roofs, walkways and balcony areas that carries a 20 year independently
insured guarantee covering design, materials, workmanship and consequential loss.

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This system is for projects where a slip-inhibiting finish is required and existing systems
are to be overlaid (avoiding costly strip ups). Suitable for application to most common
deck types and waterproofing, including bituminous felt, mastic asphalt and single ply.

Layer

Thickness**

Weight**

Paraquartz Clear
Paraquartz Granules
Paraquartz Top Coat (Dark Grey)
Langley Embedment Fleece
Paraquartz Base Coat (Red)
Paratene
Parafoam Ultra
Paratene

1000 microns
0.7 to 1.2mm (sieve size)

0.6mm
30 - 250mm (10mm incremental)
0.6mm

0.20 kg/m²
3 - 4 kg/m²
1.125 kg/m²
0.225 kg/m²
1.5 kg/m²
0.60 kg/m²
3.84 kg/m² (120mm)
0.60 kg/m²

Total System Weight:

(based on 120mm insulation thickness)

12.09 kg/m²

Weight***

1a

28

PARAQUARTZ TOP COAT

Example installation depth shown above is typical.

PQ-20 C System

** 25 year guarantee available.
*** Liquid coating product measurements are nominal.

1

6

*Primer subject to existing build up or deck type.

Layer

PARAQUARTZ GRANULES WITH CLEAR COAT SEALER

1.125 kg/m²

1a
1b
2
3

0.225 kg/m²

4

1.5 kg/m²

5

7.05 kg/m²

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

ACCREDITATIONS

7
8

Overall thickness of coating
1500 microns

PQ-20 W
The PQ-20 W (warm roof) system is part of the Langley Paracoat range of cold applied
liquid waterproofing systems. Paraquartz is an advanced, single pack, high performance,
moisture triggered polyurethane, quick curing, waterproofing system with slip-inhibiting
surface for flat roofs, walkways and balcony areas that carries a 20 year* independently
insured guarantee covering design, materials, workmanship and consequential loss.

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This system is for situations where a slip-inhibiting finish is required on a new build
or refurbishment projects (where conditions allow, existing systems can be overlaid,
avoiding costly strip-ups). Suitable for all roof decks (timber boarding requires a nailed
attachment layer in accordance with BS 8747:2007).

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT
NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

ACCREDITATIONS

* 25 year guarantee available.
**Liquid coating product measurements are nominal.
*** Additional insulation thicknesses are available or as a tapered (cut to falls) option.
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PR-20 Pararapide Balcony and Walkway System

PR-15 Pararapide Balcony and Walkway System

PARARAPIDE SEALER COAT

1

PARARAPIDE QUARTZ

2

PARARAPIDE SL MORTAR

3

PARARAPIDE WP

5

PARARAPIDE FLEECE

4

PARARAPIDE WP

5

PARARAPIDE PRIMER

6

EXISTING BUILD UP OR GENERIC DECK

7

Liquid coating product measurements are nominal

Weight

1

Pararapide Sealer Coat

0.50 - 0.60 kg/m²

2

Pararapide Quartz

2

PARARAPIDE SL MORTAR

3

PARARAPIDE PRIMER

4

EXISTING BUILD UP OR GENERIC DECK

5

Pararapide Self-Levelling Mortar
Pararapide Fleece

Layer

Weight

1

Pararapide Sealer Coat

0.50 - 0.60 kg/m²

up to 3 kg/m²

2

Pararapide Quartz

up to 3 kg/m²

4 kg/m²

3

Pararapide Self-Levelling Mortar

4 kg/m²

110 kg/m²

4

Pararapide Primer

0.20 - 0.50 kg/m²

Total System Weight:

7.70 - 8.10 kg/m²

5

Pararapide WP

3 kg/m²

6

Pararapide Primer

0.20 - 0.50 kg/m²

Total System Weight:

10.80 - 11.20 kg/m²

PR-20
The PR-20 system is part of the Langley Pararapide range of resin-based, cold-applied
liquid waterprooﬁng systems. Pararapide is a fully reinforced, two-component, high
performance PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) system with a catalytic action ensuring
a fast, controlled curing time even at very low temperatures. The wet-on-wet application
of components, each with cure times less than 30 minutes, makes this an ideal system
for access walkways, stairways and balcony areas. The system carries a 20 year
independently insured guarantee covering design, materials, workmanship
and consequential loss.

WHEN TO SPECIFY
This system is for projects where a slip-inhibiting finish is required and existing systems
are to be overlaid (avoiding costly strip-ups). Suitable for most common types of
waterprooﬁng including asphalt and bituminous membranes.
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PARARAPIDE QUARTZ

PR-15 System

Layer

4

1

Liquid coating product measurements are nominal

PR-20 System

3

PARARAPIDE SEALER COAT

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

ACCREDITATIONS

PR-15
The PR-15 system is part of the Langley Pararapide range of resin-based, cold-applied
liquid waterprooﬁng systems. Pararapide is a two-component high performance PMMA
(polymethyl methacrylate) system with a catalytic action ensuring a fast, controlled curing
time. The PMMA Resin can also be used in very low temperatures, outside those of many
Polyurethane systems. The wet-on-wet application of components creates a total cure time
of approximately three hours combined with a slip-inhibiting finish, makes this an ideal
system for access walkways, stairways and balcony areas. The system carries a 15 year
independently insured guarantee for both materials and workmanship. With no solvents
and an incredibly durable finish this is an ideal choice for your waterproofing needs.

WHEN TO SPECIFY

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

ACCREDITATIONS

This system is for refurbishment projects where a slip-inhibiting finish is required
and existing systems are to be overlaid (avoiding costly strip-ups). Suitable for most
common types of waterprooﬁng including asphalt and bituminous membranes.
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HM-40 Paratech Hot-Melt Roofing System

GREEN ROOF GRAVIFLEX (HM), OTHER FINISHES PARADIENE 35 SR4 (HM)

1

PARATECH HM

2

PARATECH R

3

LANGLEY PRIMER (HM)

4

GENERIC DECK

5

HM-40 System
Layer

Thickness
Paradiene 35 SR4 (HM)
Graviflex (HM)

Weight
3.5mm
3.2mm

Paradiene 35 SR4 (HM)
Graviflex (HM)

1

Protection

2

Paratech HM

3 – 5mm

3 – 5 kg/m²

3

Paratech R Reinforcement

1mm

0.11 kg/m²

Total System

7-8mm

PARATECH HOT-MELT
Langley HM-40 system is a robust, durable and extremely flexible monolithic, self-healing
hot-melt waterproofing system designed for both flat roofs (including ‘zero falls’) and
structural waterproofing. A single application fully bonded system, this second generation
hot melt system is the ultimate waterproofing solution for protected roofs, green roofs,
terraces and podium decks that carries a 40 year warranty. With various primers, including
moisture triggered the HM-40 is ideally suited to new build projects where time is critical to
waterproof the roof, and allow first fix for the internal of the building.

Paradiene 35 SR4 (HM)
Graviflex (HM)
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9.71kg/m2
9.51kg/m2

SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

NBS Specification
Datasheets
www.langley.co.uk/
technical-downloads

WHEN TO SPECIFY
The system is primarily for new build projects where a fast installed fully bonded
system is required. Primarily used for concrete substrates it can also be used on
plywood and for a warm (inverted) or cold roof configuration. Protection can be either
in the form of polystyrene insulation (inverted warm roof), round washed pebbles,
paving/podium, blue or green roof system.

4.6kg/m²
4.4kg/m²

ACCREDITATIONS

CASE STUDY
INGS ROAD RETAIL PARK
Langley was selected to assess and
report on the condition of this extensive
commercial metal roof. We undertook an
in-depth assessment and provided a fully
comprehensive condition survey report
which outlined recommendations for an
improved waterproofing solution.

The roof was expertly installed by a
Langley Approved Contractor and the roof
presented a challenging installation with
several varying rooflight arrangements
around which they skilfully worked with
minimum disruption to the commercial
occupants. The specified waterproofing
system was finished to a high standard,
complete with a comprehensive 15 year
guarantee for all components.
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CASE STUDY
At Langley we have earned the enviable reputation for exceptional standards of quality for our roofing systems
and support services. Every project is undertaken collaboratively to deliver a high-quality, personalised
service, utilising our extensive range of high-performance system solutions and accessories.
Exemplary standards of quality and workmanship are maintained by our own national network of technically
trained Langley Approved Contractors, all of whom are supported every step of the way by our experienced
and trusted Technical Services team.

BRETTENHAM HOUSE
Brettenham House, London
Size: 600m²
System Used: Langley Paracoat Liquid
Roofing System and Red Paraquartz Liquid
Roofing System
When this iconic 1930’s London Office
Building, which enjoys enviable panoramic
views over the Thames, required a
challenging roof refurbishment, the
property consultants involved turned to
Langley for help with a perfect solution to
overcome the many on-site challenges. The
roof space contained a complicated maze
of obstructions including plant equipment,
ventilation units and cabling channels.

Traditional methods of flat roofing that
involve the use of torch applied applications
and complicated detailing around every
obstruction would prove impossible. In
addition, a strip-up of the existing asphalt
was not possible due to the many units
already secured through this covering.

Langley’s approved installer carried
out the works on the 600m² roof space
to an outstanding finish showcasing the
versatility of liquid cold applied roofing
system and providing a new lease of
life for this historic building for many
years to come.

The solution came in the form of
Langley’s Paracoat cold applied liquid
roofing systems that are versatile and
useful where overlaying the existing
waterproofing with a liquid that will cure
to a solid and waterproof surface are ideal.
The addition of a red Paraquartz slipinhibiting walkway added the necessary
safety measure for easy maintenance of
the roof’s plant equipment.

LONDON VICTORIA STATION
London Victoria Station
Size: 500m²
System Used: Liquid Roofing System and
Reinforced Bituminous Membrane System
The myriad of roofs above London Victoria
Station required a unique approach when in
recent need of refurbishment.
This unique project saw a combination
of flat and sloping roofs along with
walkways, plant equipment and various
obstructions call upon Langley’s ability to
seamlessly provide both high performance
bituminous felt membranes and high
quality liquid roofing.

34

The larger flat roof areas were ideal for our
Bituminous Membrane System that would
provide a high-performance waterproofing
solution while the various areas with
obstructions and details required Langley’s
superior Paracoat cold applied liquid
roofing system with additional Paraquartz
system on the walkways providing a
slip-inhibiting finish.
Langley approved contractors, worked to
provide an excellent finish on all areas, in
particular where the two systems merge,
creating a flexible, durable and long
lasting solution.
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ROOFING SYSTEMS

ACCESSORIES
Langley supply accessory products for inclusion within our range of High
Performance Waterproofing Systems. Specifying the full Langley solution,
gives the client comfort of a package of products all backed
and included within a single source guarantee.
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Accessories Overview

PARAFURB
OUTLETS

LANGTILE POROUS CONCRETE
PEDESTRIAN TILE

PARAFLASH LEAD FREE FLASHING

Manufactured from stainless steel with
an integral SBS elastomeric bitumen
membrane flange incorporating either an
expanding EPDM rubber seal or a rubber
‘O’ ring seal. Uniquely designed to upgrade
existing outlets, the flexibility of the
elastomeric membrane flange allows it
to be used in awkward situations, such as
gutters or close to abutments.

A hard wearing protective porous concrete
paving tile suitable for most flat roof,
podium, balcony and terraced applications.
The tiles have a good resistance to frost
and their porous nature makes them
free-draining so that surface water drains
quickly to gutters and outlets. Can be
used within new-build and refurbishment
construction, permanently fixed, loose laid
or with LangTile Paving Support Pads.

LANGVENT
REFURBISHMENT PIPES

LANGUARD HAND
RAIL SYSTEMS

LANGLEY LIGHTNING
CONDUCTOR PADS

Used to extend and aesthetically upgrade
existing vent pipes, manufactured from
stainless steel with an integral SBS
elastomeric bitumen membrane flange
incorporating a rubber ‘O’ ring to seal the
inside of an existing pipe. The outer sleeve
is telescopic and the unit comes with a
‘slotted’ stainless steel vent cowl.

Permanent freestanding handrails suitable
for roof perimeters or the designation
of access ways and fire escape routes,
suitable for all applications. A nonpenetrative system, which alleviates the
need for weather proofing around posts
and eliminates the risk of future leaks.
The hand rails are flat footed and slide
easily underneath rooftop obstructions
therefore providing minimal trip hazard.

A wide range of lightning conductor pads
is available to accommodate a variety
of application. The incorporated clips
are manufactured from a high quality
polymer which is extremely strong and
has excellent UV repellent properties.
The conductor pads are easy to use and
are supplied as a one piece without any
screw-on attachments.

A lead-free alternative to traditional
lead work that can be used as a direct
substitute for lead cover flashings and
traditional lead details. Easily cut with a
knife or strong scissors, easily malleable
and easy to form with no valuable
materials with any resale value, are
environmentally friendly and non-toxic.
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Paratrim
Easily-installed, maintenance-free
edge trim system manufactured from
strong GRP (glass reinforced polyester)
resin, with a much lower coefficient of
expansion and higher strength to weight
ratio than
metal alternatives.
ParaTrim eliminates the problem of roofing
membranes tearing over the trim joints and
is corrosion-resistant. They provide a neat finish
to the perimeter of the building and are available
in a range of profiles and colours suitable for
use with bituminous membrane and liquid
roofing systems.

LANGLEY PARA
ROOFLIGHT RANGE
Our range of rooflights for use with all Langley systems offer high
levels of illumination, insulation and ventilation and are quite simply
some of the most advanced rooflight designs available.

FEATURES
• Non-fragile classification
• BBA certified
• Rapid installation
• Wide choice of ventilation options
• Available in a full range of sizes
• U
 p to 30 year insurance
backed guarantees

Langley Para Rooflights offer the specifier
the ideal solution to maximising overhead
ventilation and natural light. Units are
manufactured to the highest standards in
a wide range of sizes and are extensively
tested with regard to fire and impact
loading. Made-to-measure units are
also available. Para Rooflights combine
the benefits of a concealed fixing with
virtually indestructible polycarbonate
glazing as well as coming supplied with a
fully welded aluminium ParaSafe security
frame and clutch head security fixings.
Versatile continuous barrel vault
rooflight systems are available and
feature components for interlocking the
polycarbonate elements. Quick and easy to
install they offer a cost effective solution
and available in a range of fully glazed
finishes suitable for use on commercial
and industrial buildings.
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Continuous rooflights are classified as
‘non-fragile’ and can be supplied in either
single, double or triple skin polycarbonate
glazing in a choice of clear, anti-sun
bronze or diffused finish.
The ParaKerb upstand is constructed from
a multi-chambered section for strength
and insulation. The smooth white internal
face ensures a maintenance-free finish
and reflects maximum light into the
room below. A range of vented upstands
offers the options of manual or electrical
operation. Hinged units offer the flexibility
to allow easy rooftop access coupled with
day-to-day ventilation.
Para Rooflights can be supplied with a
large range of ventilation options including
permanent or controllable ventilation, in
addition to hinged and access hatch units.

PARAFOAM INSULATION
ParaFoam is a wide range of thermal
roofing insulation solutions for use with all
of the Langley high-performance roofing
systems or for specification in their own
right. High performance insulation boards
with a rigid polyisocyanurate (PIR) foam
core manufactured without the use of
CFCs or HCFCs. A tapered version is
available where falls and cross-falls are
to be formed by the insulation.
Specifying ParaFoam insulation
provides a single source of liability for
our systems as a whole and removes
the necessity to discuss thermal issues
with separate suppliers.

All Langley systems achieve
Broof(t4) fire rating and are fully
compliant using a range of real
world insulation thicknesses.
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Risk Free Asset
Management
The need to maintain a roof over its lifetime has
a number of implications – not least cost. There
are key considerations on any project regarding
the ongoing maintenance of a roofing system
such as roof access issues and the availability
of maintenance staff.
As part of the design and planning process,
our Regional and Area Managers consider the
level of service and maintenance each system
will require and work with clients to devise
the best long term solution for their particular
requirements. By investing in our quality
roofing systems now, you can save on costly
maintenance and repairs in the future.

DESIGN
For new build or refurbishment, the first stage of every project is to
determine the exact requirements. From a straight forward roof to
a unique design requiring special considerations, we can deliver the
optimum solution every time.

Following detailed site surveys and
consultations our Regional and Area
Managers can then recommend the
right roofing system for that particular
application. To ensure a best fit solution
every time, we meet with clients to advise
and formulate a specification and design
a solution that will not only meet, but in
many cases exceed, expectations.
The specifications produced are thorough
in their design and can include detail and
insulation drawings, thermal calculations,
a roof plan and site photographs. Where
necessary, this process will include the

formation of ‘specific details’ covering
areas of the project that standard
practices do not. Unique to each particular
project, this full specification package can
then be used within contract documents.
As part of the design stage of any project,
we will ensure that these specifications
are quality controlled by our Technical
team to ensure compliance with current
regulations. They will also continually
monitor and update any changes to these
regulations to ensure we are working to
the most up-to-date legislation.

OUR SERVICES
• FREE Condition Surveys
• Bespoke Building Reports
• 5-Year Asset Management Plans
• N
 ational Langley Approved
Contractor and Installer network
• On-Site project monitoring
• BBA-Certified Systems
• Independent Insurance backed
guarantees up to 30 years
• NBS BIM Certified Objects
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INSTALLATION SUPPORT
No matter how well specified, designed and
planned a project has been, substandard
contracting can bring about poor quality results.
This is why Langley only works with an approved
network of contractors, each one known to
deliver the seamless service, attention to detail
and quality of workmanship our clients expect
and deserve.
To guarantee the highest standards we assess
each contractor’s quality of workmanship,
credentials, financial standing and insurances as
well as reviewing their Health & Safety policies
and training procedures. For further validation
we also note their associations with recognised
industry bodies such as the National Federation
of Roofing Contractors (NFRC).

SUPPORT AND GUIDANCE
A combination of openness, dedication, teamwork and
trust is what drives our team and their efforts, as well
as those with whom we work.

ON-SITE GUIDANCE

AFTERCARE

PROJECT PARTNERSHIP

To ensure consistent quality of
workmanship our approved contractors
are routinely monitored by our team
of Technical Managers who check the
progress of work being carried out on-site
creating inspection reports, including
stage photography and survey notes. This
is to ensure Langley can be confident the
finished project meets with our approval,
those of the client and the criteria of our
Insurance Backed Guarantees.

For monitoring purposes, we have
designed a bespoke project database
where project details including contact
information, client reports, specification,
survey notes and all correspondence is
stored creating a history log that once
archived, cannot be erased.

In any construction project, keeping
to program schedules is of upmost
importance. Delays are not only costly
but have a knock on effect on all parties
involved. Contractors incur costs for
unused site labour, main contractors make
assurances to clients and clients have
specific deadlines that need to be met.
These deadlines often have an impact on
the buildings usage; be it a school where
works must be completed while students
are on term breaks or residential blocks
where walkway resurfacing needs to be
carried out with minimal disruption and as
quickly as possible.

These project records can be accessed
long after a project is complete. For
client’s peace of mind, we provide them
with their own remote login from which
they can check the progress of projects
and access documentation.

DELIVERING ROOFING EXCELLENCE
Over the last five decades, our expertise in
providing strong, technically sound roofing
solutions has seen Langley become one of
the UK’s leading roofing systems suppliers.
Today, we continue to offer specifiers,
contractors and building stakeholders high
performance products which are backed
by third party accreditation and supported
by our talented team of managers,
contractors, and head office staff.

Whatever the criteria, Langley’s highly
skilled head office team will work closely
with contractors to co-ordinate the
logistics of deliveries and ensure they
align with project program schedules.
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Langley Waterproofing Systems Ltd
Langley House, Lamport Drive,
Heartlands Business Park
Daventry, Northants
Sales: enquiries@langley.co.uk
guarantees@langley.co.uk
Technical: technical@langley.co.uk

NN11 8YH
Telephone: 01327 704778
Fax: 01327 704845
Follow us on LinkedIn
Follow us on Twitter
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